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INTRODUCTION 

Purpose of Study 

The purpose of this study is to determine and describe the 

factors vjhich were responsible for the localization of the Las 

Cuevas fluorspar deposit and to reach conclusions as to its mode of 

origin vî ich might be useful in future exploration for similar 

deposits* 

Methods of Investigation 

Field work for this study, conducted during June and July of 

1959, consisted of collecting specimens and mapping structural and 

lithic features to complement the existing data. 

Laboratory methods included constructing a peg model and 

drawing block diagrams to illustrate the structural features of the 

Las Cuevas Mine. Petrological and mineralogical studies of the 

specimens collected aided in forraulating the conclusions. 

Location and Access of the Las Cuevas Mine 

The Las Cuevas mining property is situated in Mexico approx-

imately fifty road kilometers southeast of the city of San Luis 

Potosi, in the state of the same name. The route from San Luis 

Potosi follows the highway to Rio Verde twenty-two kilometers, and 

then continues on a gravelled truckroad througn the Municipality of 

Zaragozafor a distance of twenty-eight kilometers. The mining camp 

and a small village, Salitrera, are located on the slope of the Rio 

Juarez valley at an elevation of approximately 1800 maters. Fiqure 



1. is an index map showing the location of the Las Cuevas property. 

History of Operations 

Production of fluorspar from the Las Cuevas Mine began in 

1953 following the discovery that local farmers had used massive 

fluorspar blocks in building stone walls. The Compania Minera Lat 

Cuevas S. A. «yas foiined in 1955 and became a #iolly-owned subsidiary 

of the Empresa Fluorspar Mines Limited on June 20, 1957. 

The deposit was originally mined as an open pit, but under

ground operations were begun in the fall of 1957. Present operations 

are conducted througa a new three-compartment shaft, v;hich was 

completed in January 1959 following the abandonment of the original 

shaft due to cave-ins. Underground operations are carried out in a 

modified form of shrinkage stoping. Since Hm opening of the new 

shaft in 1959, production has averaged 200 tons per day. 

For the past two years, approximately 135 men have been employed 

at the mine, and some thirty at the company's railroad freight yard 

in San Luis Potosi. Wages range from 9.00 pesos per day for laborers 

to 17.00 pesos per day for mechanics (present rate of exchange is 

12.50 pesos equal 1,00 dollar). 

At the end of 1958, the mine had produced 76,627 short tons of 

metallurgical grade fluorspar and 5,144 short tons of acid grade 

fluorspar. 

The ore is massive and the clay impurities are removed at the 

mine by screening. The ore is trucked to the company's freight 

yard in San Luis Potosi where it is hand sorted into two grades. 
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Metallurgical grade (725̂  calcium fluoride) is identified by its red 

color and earthy texture. The acid grade (97^ calcium fluoride) 

is a variety of colorsi green, yellow, black, blue, and purple. 

Ore shipment is by rail to Brownsville, Texas, or to Tampico, Mexico, 

where ships carry it to markets in the United States, Canada, India, 

and Japan. 
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ASPECTS OF REGIONAL GEOLOGY 

The Las Cuevas Mine is located in the Sierra de Barboaa 

Mountains which lie between the Sierra Madre Oriental and the 

Mesa Central physiographic provinces. The boundary between the 

two provinces has not been definitely established (Garfias and 

Chapin, 1949, p. 53); however, the Sierra de Barbosa Mountains 

are west of the Sierra Madre Front Fault along which the eastern 

edge of the Sierra Madre Oriental province is aligned. 

Overthrusting from the southwest along the Sierra Madre Front 

Fault occurred in the Pliocene (Tatum, 1931, p. 889} Hill, 

1932, p. 185). On the east front of the Sierra Madre Oriental 

Mountains north of Monterrey spectacular folding accompanying the 

thrusting is seen. Thick sections of Cretaceous limestone are 

vertical or overturned. To the west of the front fault there is a 

decrease in deformation, and in the Sierra de Barbosa Mountains the 

Cretaceous limestones and Tertiary volcanics are essentially hori

zontal. 

In the Sierra de Barbosa the topography is hilly with maximum 

relief about 300 meters. Most of the hills are rounded as only the 

limestone and the uppermost volcanic unit are capable of supporting 

cliff faces* The area is predominately volcanic with the older 

limestone occurring as "islands'' v\̂ ich vfere topographic highs 

during the time when the extrusives were filling the valleys. Tne 

drainage pattern is youthful with much undissocted tableland marking 

the uppermost level of the volcanics. The Cretaceous lin.estone 

"islands" rise above this level indicating that they wore never 



oevertd by tha extrusive rockt. Although elevationt have been 

changed by faulting and regional uplift^ the normal onlap relation-

thip of the extrusive unite to the linestone ''islands'* rise above 

this level indicating that they were never covered by the extrusive 

rockt. Although elevationt have been cha^iged by faulting and regional 

uplift, the noxnal onlap relationthip of the extrutive unitt to the 

llmettone ''itlandt'*, indicatet that the topography of the limettone 

is ettentially the tame as it was at the tiise of the volcanic 

activity. Thit relationthip it teen in cross section in Figure 

2. 
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GEOLOGY OF THE LAS CUEVAS CLAIM 

Sedisientarv Rock 

Only one sedimentary unit is exposed in the area of the Las 

Cuevas Mine. This limestone unit is thick-bedded, light to gray, 

and weathers to dark gray. Most exposures on the lower part of 

the slopes are covered by caliche (Fig. 2). Over 200 meters of 

this limestone crop out north of the Las Cuevas Claim} the total 

thickness is not known as the bottom of the unit is not exposed in 

the area. The estimated thickness is between 1000 and 2000 meters. 

The limestone is sub-lithographic} the only breaks in homogeneity 

are evenly distributed frosted quartz grains, and crystalline calcite 

which occurs in veinlets and as replacement of microfossil tests. 

Bose and Cavins (1927, p. 117) described the type section of 

the Tamasopa limestone at Tamazopa Canyon in eastern San Luis Potosi 

as an upper Turonian (Eagle Ford) and Coniacian (Austin) reef 

fades, Mullerried (1942, p. 137) examined two sections in the 

Sierra de Barbosa and found in one, Hlppurites mexicanus Barcena 

and Radlolites mendozac Barcena which he considers to be of upper 

Turonian. The other section he identified as the basal miliolid sec

tion of the Tamasopa limestone. It is on the basis of the 

abundant miliolids in the deep drill cores that the limestone 

at the Las Cuevas Mine is considered as part of the Tamasopa 

limestone. 

Imlay (1944, p. 1032) correlated the Tamasopa limestone with 
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the Parras shale of the Parras basin of southern Chihuahua. Eardly 

(1951, p. 437) showed the Parras basin to be the deepest trough in 

the middle and late Metozoic Mexican geosyncline. The writer be

lieves that the Tamasopa limestone was deposited in shallow water 

south of the Parras basin, probably in the lowland of the Parras 

basin. The reef facies described by Bose and Cavins and one section 

containing a coral found by the writer, indicates that the Tamasopa 

was a relatively shallow water marine deposit but that subsidence 

in the area was continuous throughout the upper Cretaceous to 

allow the accumulation of the present thick section. 

Igneous Rocks 

Intrusive. - Figure 3 shows an intrusive igneous breccia in 

the mine on the seventy meter level} its position is shown in 

Plate 1. The overall color of the breccia is reddish-brown to 

yellowish-brown with fragments up to fifty cm. in diameter. The 

lighter color of the larger fragments is caused by alteration of 

plagioclase phenocrysts to a montmorillionite clay and the subse

quent spreading of the ŵ iite clay mineral over the exposed surfaces. 

Differential thermal analysis and X-ray diffraction analysis of 

the clay indicates it is composed of a mixture of clsy minerals 

of the montmorillionite group. Where this unit is exposed in the 

mine, it is thoroughly alt.-̂ red. 

One incompletely altered specimen was collected from the 

breccia and thin-sectioned for study (Fig. 4 ) , It consints of 

embayed and fractured quartz and potash feldspar phenocrysts, up 

to 4 mm. diameter, in a holocrystalline, aphanitic oroundmass. 
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Many of the quartz phenocrysts exhibit the square outline typical 

of the high temperature (Beta) variety. The minerals of the ground-

mass are anhedral with interlocking articulation. Remains of twinned 

plagioclase of at least An28 occupy straight-sided cavities, indi

cating the loss of hydrothermally altered phenocrysts during thin 

section grinding, A relatively high percentage (3-45̂ ) of allanite 

and a small amount of magnetite and epidote constitute the only 

recognizable accessory minerals found in the intrusive. 

The chemical composition of the original intrusive can not be 

determined, but it is reasonable to assume that the grouncfenass is 

slightly more potassic than the phenocrysts. The rock is of 

rhyolitic or quartz latitic composition. The terra, rhyolite, 

will be retained for this unit because of long standing local 

usage. The modal analyses of the igneous rocks are given in 

Table 1. 

Extrusive. - The lowest exposed volcanic rock unit in the area is 

a reddish-brown rhyolite of iftfliich approximately 50 meters is exposed 

south of the mine. Fracturing of the rock and alteration of the 

plagioclase phenocrysts have produced an angular gravel which 

covert most of the outcrop. The unit is composed of a micro-

crystalline grouncimass containing phenocrysts of high and low 

temperature quartz, potash, feldspar, and oligoclase. The rock 

exhibits the same characteristic resorption and alteration .-̂s 

the intrusive breccia. Three to four per cent by volume of alla

nite and small amounts of magnetite are the accessory minerals. 

Figure 5 shows this unit in thin section. 



TABLE 1, » MODAL ANALYSES 
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ttiit Ground-
aatt 

Intrutive 
Breccia 

Itt 
Extzutive 

2nd 
Extrutive 

3rd 
Extrutive 

4th 
Extrutive 

69.9^ 

79.2?̂  

74.c^ 

72.33^ 

49.136 

Quarts 

8.99^ 

6.6^ 

8.2% 

5*3^ 

o*!^* 

Plagio
clase 

15.8^ 

t.^ 

10.9^ 

3*991 

2.05t 

Potath 
Feldspar 

1*59^ 

3*Sv( 

3.1% 

3.1% 

7.3^ 

Glass 

* 

— 

•' 

13.4* 

31.361̂  

Accetsoriet 

allanite, 
magnetite, ^ 
epidote 

allanite, 
magnetite, 49̂  
epidote 

alianite, 
magnetite, W^ 
epidote 

allanite, 
magnetite, ^ 

allanite, 
magnetite, 2% 
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Figure 5 . - I s t Extrusive Rhyolite IJhit 

Figure 6 . - 2nd Extrusive Rhyolite Uhit 
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Soj^orating the lowesmott extrutive farom the second extrusive 

unit it a conglomerate approximately 50 cm. thick. This conglom* 

erate contains cobbles of the lowermott unit up to 10 em. in 

diameter* The cobbles are loosely cemented by a red earthy matrix. 

Thit conglomerate waa exposed in a small stream valley and itt 

aerial extent it not known. 

The second extrutive unit (Fig. 6) in the area it a rhyolite, 

nearly identical to the underlying unit. A slight difference in the 

modal analysis is shown in Table 1, but it not regarded at tignif-

icant. The two unitt are timilar in the tize of their phenocrysts 

(3mm.*4nm.) and in their overall dense, massive appearance. Regard-

lett of the extent of the conglomerate teparating these two units, 

the period of erosion indicates a break in volcanic activity. 

The third extrusive unit is a light gray to pink tuffaceous 

deposit approximately 15 meters thick. The groundnass it mlcrocrys-

talline and glatt It an important constituent. The groundaatt 

differs from that of the lower two units in that it exhibits the 

feathery extinction attributed to the reeryttallization of glatt 

thardt. Qnbayed and fractured quartz and potash feldspar crystals 

are present but in letter percentages than in the lower two units. 

This rock it thown in thin tection in Figure 7, Allanite and 

magnetite make up the accessory minerals. 

The uppeznoat extrutive it a light gray tuffaceous layer not 

proaont in all areas* Up to ten meters thick mlioM pretent, thit 

fourth unit formt prominent, columnar Jointed cliffs. Thin 
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Figure 7. - 3rd Extxvslve Tuffaceous Uhit 

Figure 8. - 4th £xtrutive Tuffaceoua Ihit 
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•octiont thow the rock to be more glasty than the one below, although 

timilar. It containt fragmentt of rhyolite up to 5 cm. acrott, 

timilar to the rock forming the two lowest units, but these frag«> 

montt exhibit layering not found in the lower unitt (Fig. 8 ) . 

Theoriea of Qrioin, - The extrutive units were examined for evidence 

pertaining to their mode of fozmation, idiether as a flow rhyolite, 

a recrystallised tuff, or as an ignimbrite. 

The two lower extrusive units are massive, dense and homo-

90fiooua* No layering or banding could be teen in the expoted 

tection* Several ash pockets were found in the lower two units, 

but Aobinton (1953, p, 1213) states that any extruaive rock it 

likely to contain tome pyroclastic fra^ents, as does the Leona 

Rhyolite in California, idiich he classifies as a flow* 

dilbert (1938), in his comprehensive report on the Bishop 

Tuff of California, outlines several criteria for the recognition 

of welded tuffat (l) The degree of welding it a function of the 

temperature and pretsure of burial while forming. Although the 

lower portion may be dente, the upper part of a bed can be 

jmimaoeous* (2) Glass shards are flattened around crystals and 

although they are recrystallized, the original orientation of the 

glatt may be recognized. (3) Groundteatt, whether glassy or 

cr/stalline, shows squeezing between larger cryttalt* 

The two lower layert examined by the writer exhibited no 

textual differences due to compaction within a single unit. Although 
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the induration of the lower unite could be due to the weight of 

burial by the overlying units, in thin section the groundmass wot 

unoriented and no relict ttructures indicating compretsed glass 

•liardt were pretent. 

Theoretically, only a granitic magma whose temperature is 960® 

or higher could reach the surface aa a liquid, as nearly all volatilet 

would etcape at turface pretsures, leaving the magma essentially 

'*dry'* (Tuttle and Bowen, 1958, p. 125). Buerger (1948) explained how 

mineraliaert (H,F,C1,B) act as fluxes by replacing oxygen and 

breaking down the number of Si-O-Si covalent bonds which are the 

cause of vitcotity in a silicate melt. Buerger presented no quantita

tive data, but the effect on the melting temperature of granite 

would be to lower it with increasing amounts of mineralizers. 

The temperature of melting depends on per cent of volatiles, and 

they in turn upon pressure. However, the mineralizing agents may 

work even at the turface vdiile they are etcaping, and thus surface 

temperatures of a flowing granitic lava may possibly be lower than 

expected due to these unstable conditions. CD in Figure 9 is the 

curve of incipient fusion ot a '^wef granite (Turner and Vertioogen, 

1960, p* 139). 

In Figure 9, AB is the curve for the breakdown of igneous 

biotitei biotite it ttable to the left of AB. The biotite in a 

granitic magma which lotet pressure, and hence minerallzert, upon 

extrutiofi is resorbed into a mixture of iron oxides and anhydrous 

tilicatet* The extrutive unitt at Las Cuevas contain no micast 
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therefore, the data would indicate that they were extruded at a 

taaperature exceeding 660® C. It is apparent that granitic magmas 

not containing biotite mutt H e to the right of line BOC. The lowett 

pottible temperature for a granite without biotite is therefore at 

the intersection of the two curves, i.e., 780® C. 

The absence of mieat and the pretence of retorbed beta (high 

temperature) quartz indicate that the volcanics under study were 

emplaeod at high temperatures* It is the writer's opinion that 

the two lower rhyolitic units may have flowed as a granitic lava} 

however, the final solution may only be found after extensive field 

reconnaittanee to detezmine frequency and type of touree of the 

extrutivet, whether at fitture or a vent type. Evidence of numer-

omt fitturet would tupport the previout conclutiont as to deposition 

at a granitic lava. 

The two upper volcanic units differ from the lower units in 

that glass is %n important constituent and in that they are slightly 

porous. Jenks and Goldlch (1956) have described similar rhyolitic 

tuffs in Peru and named them sillar. They define sillar as •*... an 

ignimbrite which shows no obvious welding or refusion of glaas shards 

and permeable, resistant to erosion and yet eaaily crushed and 

has columnar jointing." The writer heaitates to classify the 

two upper volcanic units in the Las Cuevas area as sillar because 

of the specified nu^e ardonte- type deposition, although the overall 

texture is similar to the Peruvian tuffs. The feathery extinction 
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in the volcanics under study indicates deposition as a tuff 

according to the criteria outlined by Gilbert (1938) and stated 

above. 

Surface Structure 

In the Las Cuevas area, the Tamasopa limestone has a slight 

easterly dip, but it has undergone only slight deformation, The 

only folding observed was in a road cut north of the mine vi*iere the 

northwest trending axes of a few small folds are exposed. Structural 

features are generally obscured by caliche (Fig, 2)} however, one 

northeast striking fissure in Yihich rhyolite is intruded was found 

in the Arroyo La Consinteda (Pl. 1). 

The later volcanics are horizontal and the two lower units are 

broken by parallel, northwest striking, north dipping step 

faults (Fig, 2). These fault surfaces have slickensides with a 

70® rake to the northwest. The fault surfaces are indurated to a 

depth of 4 cm. 

It is not known whether northwest striking, north dipping 

faults in the limestone are pre-rhyolito or post-rhyolite, but they 

follow the post-rhyolite fault pattern described above. 
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THE FLUORSPAR DEPOSIT 

Size and Form 

The Las Cuevas deposit Is a nearly vertical discordant pipe 

unselectively replacing the massive limestone and cementing 

penedontemporaneous ore breccia. This type fluorspar deposit is 

prevalent in the Rocky Mountain Cordilleran (Peters, 1958). The 

two lower volcanic units are broken by a series of northwest striking 

normal faults dipping north, one of which cuts the ore pipe, 

Slickensides indicate a northwest rake of sixty to seventy degrees 

in the fault movement, displacing the ore pipe so as to give the 

appearance of two separate pipes. Figure 10 illustrates liow the 

north body is contained within the hanging wall of the faulted 

block and is offset to the northwest of the basal portion of the 

pipe. V^ere exposed in the mine the fault separating the two parts 

of the pipe strikes N. 80® W. and dips 45® N, (Pl, l). 

On the seventy meter level the diameters are roughly sixty 

meters for the north orebody and sixty-five meters for the south 

orebody. Both orebodies become narrower upward and increase in 

diameter with depth. On the old fifty meter level, the two portions 

of the pipe are connected by a twenty-eight meter zone of crushed fluor

spar formed by drag along the fault which separated the two 

portions. Directly below this crushed zone, on the seventy meter 

level, the orebodies are separated by thirty-six meters of the 

intrusive rhyolite breccia (Pl, l), 



FACM L I N E ' 2 0 METERS 

Figure 10. - Block Diagram of the Las 
Cuevas Fluorspar Deposit 
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The intrusive breccia is exposed in the main haulage way 

separating the two parts of the pipe* Contacts between the ore 

and the breccia are fault contacts, and the fluorspar is not 

brecclated where adjacent to rhyolite suggesting that the rhyolite 

was altered and incompetent before the movement took place. Diamond 

drill cores were used as control in the structural interpretation 

of the deposit (Figs, 2, 10). 

Mineralogy 

General Statement, - Fluorspar is the only economic mineral in the 

Las Cuevas deposit. One drill core produced small barite crystals 

In a vug in fluorspar ore, but this is the only known occurrence. 

Identification of the barite was by x-ray diffraction analysis. 

Coarsely crystalline calcit« is found as a transition mineral be

tween the ore and the host limestone. Ubiquitous quartz is present 

in the fluorspar ore occurring as cavity filling. 

Some vugs in the fluorspar are filled with bedded clay and 

quartz sand derived from the altered rhyolite Intrusive. Other vugs 

contain earthy manganese found as an Insoluble residue in the 

unreplaced limestone. The mine is generally dry but was observed 

to make abundant water within a few hours after rain. The velocity 

at which the percolating groundwater moves through the deposit is 

considered sufficient to transport the clays and sand found within 

the bedded vugs. 
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Type of Deposit. - The deposit Is a brecclated replacement In 

limestone cemented by fluorspar occurring as cavity filling. The 

lower grade ore is colorless in thin section and contains unreplaced 

calcite nodules and frosted quartz grains. The acid grade ore occurs 

at cavity filling, cementing fragments of the earlier replacement 

fluorspar and also portions of the rhyolite breccia in the north

eastern sections of both parts of the pipe,. In thin section, it 

is colorless with well developed crystal faces in the cavities. The 

only impurity in this grade is quartz occurring as scattered 

anhedral blebs. Figure 11 shows the combination of replacement 

and cavity filling fluorspar as seen in thin section. 

Paraqenesis. - The paragenesls of the deposit is relatively simple} 

collapse and brecciatlon are the most Important breaks in the process 

of deposition. The structures In the southern Illinois fluorspar 

deposit are chie to volume shrinkage attendant upon the deposition 

of fluorspar and are chiefly surface depressions and minor faulting 

(Grogan, 1949), The complex brecciatlon of the earlier replacement 

fluorspar Indicates to the writer that collapse at Las Cuevas 

occurred when the Intrusive rhyolite found an outlet to the 

surface. The paragenesls iss replacement fluorspar, brecciatlon, 

cavity filling by fluorspar and quartz, barite. 

Genesis of the fieposit 

A fluorspar deposit In the Thomas Range of Utah described by 
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Figure 11, - Cavity Filling Fluorspar (X5) 

KV • * .' -K^,; 
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Staatz and Otterwald (1956) exhibits the tame attoclatlon of 

fluorspar and rhyolite at doet the Lat Cuevas deposit. In both 

depositt, fluortpar cementt the collapsed Intrutive rhyolite as well 

at replaeet the intruded rock. From the intimate relationship of the 

fluortpar with the intrusive, the writer concludes that the rhyolite 

mat the touree of the mineralizing vapors, as does Staatz and 

Osterwald in the case of the Thmas Range deposit* 

The shallow apex of the deposit and the lack of significant 

ore minerals other than fluorspar suggests the mineralizer consisted 

of an acid vapor rich in hydrogen fluoride. Zies (1929, p. 4) 

ettimated the tuff depotlted by the Katmai eruptloht yielded tome 

200,000 tons of hydrogen fluoride in a year. A mineralizing vapor 

approaching this volume would have been tufficient to produce the 

tat Cuevat depot!t* At tas Cuevas, timilar vapors did not reach the 

surface but were neutralized by reaction with the limestone, forming 

the depotit* 

The general reaction for the replacement of llmettone Iti 

'2f •• CaO03 a CaFg • CO^"* 

Schwerin (1940, p. 161) has formulated the following equations to 

explain the formation of the cavity filling fluortpart 

HgOOg + CaOO^ = Ca(HG03)2 

Ca(HC03)2 • 2F* = CaFg • 2HCO3" 

Fluortpar lotet itt color upon heating to 175® C, (Bateman, 

1950, p, 41) • The Las Cuevas fluorspar Is multicolored and thus 

appears to have originated at temperaturet lower than 175°C, The 
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fluorspar may have been carried by much hotter vapors which mixed 

with surface waters of meteoric origin, thus causing deposition at 

low temperature. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The igneous rock units in the Las Cuevas area appear to have 

been derived from the same source magma* 

The fluorspar deposit was formed in the Tamasopa limestone 

by hydrothezmal vapors derived from the intrusive rhyolite magma* 

Intrusion of the rhyolite was along a northeatt ttriklng, east 

dipping fault system in the Cretaceous limestone and future explo

ration should be alô ĝ timilar faulttf some northwest striking 

faults may also have been intruded. 

Two generations of fluorspar are present} an early replace

ment and a later cavity filling. 

The two separate parte of the deposit are due to fault 

separation of a single pipe* 

The Las Cuevas deposit is classified as epithezsul in the 

Lindgren classification of mineral deposits. 
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